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This paper studies the choice of organizational forms in a multi-task
principal-agent model. We compare a functional organization in which
the firm is organized into functional departments such asmarketing and
R&D to a product-based organization in which the firm is organized
into product lines. Managers’ compensation can be based on noisy
measures of product-line profits. Measures of a functional area’s
contribution to total profits are not available, however. This effect
favors the product organization. However, if there are significant
asymmetries between functional area contributions to organizational
success and cross-product externalities within functions, organizing
along functional lines may dominate the product organization. The
functional organization can also dominate when a function is
characterized by strong externalities while the other is not.

I. INTRODUCTION

A SIGNIFICANTPARTOFTHEBUSINESSCOMMUNITY’STHINKING about the internal
structure of firms revolves around designing and implementing ‘organiza-
tional charts.’ These schematic representations are part of every consultant’s
toolbox and have found their ways into most annual reports and quite a few
business school cases. Such charts display three important dimensions of the
firm’s internal design: the number of levels in the hierarchy, the span of
control of managers at each of these levels, and themain criterion according
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to which the organizational ‘tree’ is divided into branches. This paper
examines this last dimension more closely.
We compare the relative profitability of a firm when it organizes along

product lines to that when it organizes along functional lines. Our firm
produces two products, each of which requires the contributions of two
functional areas (e.g., marketing and manufacturing). Under either
organizational form, a manager must supervise two activities. In a
product-based organization, the head of a each product division must
supervise the two functional activities required to ensure the success of her
product line. In a functional organization, the head of each functional
division must supervise the function’s activities on behalf of each of the
firm’s two products. Each division head is modelled as a risk-averse agent
who must be motivated to expend effort on supervising each activity under
her control. The principal can induce such efforts by tying the manager’s
reward to the imperfectly measured profits of each product line.1 On the
other hand measures of the profits generated by each functional area are
assumed not to be available.
To focus on the choice of the organization’s ‘organizing dimension’

(functional versus product), our model does not consider the other key
elements of the organizational structure problem: the number of levels in the
hierarchy and the span of control of managers. For this reason, this paper
does not provide a complete theory of endogenous organizational structure.
Our objective instead is to identify economic forces that systematically favor
organizing along a product dimension versus a functional dimension.
The key findings of our analysis are as follows. When all products and all

functions enter symmetrically into the profit and effort functions, the
product-based organization involves a lower agency cost than the functional
organization. The intuition is that tying a product manager’s reward to the
profits of her own product line is sufficient to induce symmetric levels of
efforts in the supervision of each of the two activities under her control. By
contrast, because the principal can only usemeasures of product line profits,
the pay of functional managers must be tied to all profit measures to elicit
positive effort on all tasks. Hence, the reward of a product divisionmanager
can be tied to the profits of other product divisions in order to provide her
with some insurance so that the same level of effort can be implemented at
lower cost than in the functional organization as the product managers bear
less risk. For example, if themeasures of profits for the two product lines are
positively correlated, a product manager’s reward can be linked negatively
to the profits of the other product division, lessening themanager’s exposure
to risk.

1Hence, in contrast to Maskin, Qian and Xu [2000], the information structure of both
product and functional organisations is the same in our model. We discuss the significance of
this in section 3.1.
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We then consider the effect of various asymmetries on the relative
performance of the two organizations. We show that asymmetries between
functions as well as asymmetries in the function/product mix improve the
relative performance of the functional form.When asymmetries are present
across products or functions, the owner wishes to differentiate incentives for
the activities under the control of a manager. If she wishes to differentiate
incentives across products, she can put different weights on the profit of
products 1 and 2. If she wishes to differentiate incentives across functions,
she can tie the compensation of one functional area general manager more
closely to profit than the other. Both forms of differentiation are possible in
the functional organization, but only the first is present in the product
organization. This inherent advantage to the functional organization in the
presence of asymmetries is what we call the ‘incentive flexibility effect.’
We show that this effect actually reverses the ranking of the two
organizational forms if the correlation between the profits of the two
product lines is sufficiently negative. We next introduce cross-functional
externalities to capture the idea that effort expended on, say, R&D for one
product line can also be useful for the other product line. Combined with
functional asymmetries, such externalities can also make the functional
form more profitable than the product-based organization. Further, if the
externalities are themselves asymmetric, they can also make the functional
organization more profitable even in the absence of asymmetries across the
functions. We conclude by considering various extensions, including the
possibility of diseconomies of span and the possibility of hiring agents who
are capable of performing all four tasks.
The broad theme of this paper is that alternative organizational forms can

affect profitability differently because they alter the nature of optimal
incentive contracting. Our focus on the role played by incentive contracting
in determining the effectiveness of an organizational form can be justified
broadly from both an empirical and a theoretical perspective. From an
empirical perspective, the selection of organizational and incentive
structures are often interrelated. Real world firms often make major
changes in organizational form and incentive compensation structure at the
same time. For example, when Citibank reorganized its corporate banking
business in the mid 1990’s, it dramatically changed both the structure of its
organization and its incentive compensation program for senior managers.2

The simultaneous choice of organizational structure and incentive systems
suggests that these two elements of the firm’s ‘organizational strategy’ are
often dependent on each other for success: the optimal incentive structure
depends on organizational form and the benefits from changing organiza-
tional form can only be realized if incentives are adjusted.

2 Baron and Besanko [2001] studies this example in detail.
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From a theoretical perspective, almost any study of organizational
structure using microeconomic theory runs into the difficulty that
organizational structure would be irrelevant in the absence of some sort of
hidden action or hidden information problems inside the organization.
Without such problems, managers in the organization could be ordered to
make operating and resource allocation decisions to maximize corporate
profit, and organizational structure would be irrelevant. Since incentive
contracting models have become an important part of the economist’s
toolkit for analyzing solutions to hidden action and hidden information
problems, it seems natural to explore whether incentive contracting models
can deliver intuitively appealing insights about organizational structure.
The purpose of this paper is to push this inquiry forward in the context of an
organization in which there are hidden action problems but no issues
involving private information.
Ourpaper is only superficially related to the vast literatureon the respective

merits of the U-form and the M-form. Although the U-form is organized
along functional lines and the M-form is often made of separate product or
area divisions, these two organizations are also assumed to differ in their
levels of centralization. In theM-form,most decisions aremade by the heads
of the company’s independent divisions. In the U-form, most decisions are
taken at the company’s headquarters, ensuring better coordination of
activities across divisions but also leading to congestion at the top. In fact, the
greater centralization of the U-form is at the heart of the usual comparisons
between the two organizational structures.3 While the U-form allows for
better coordination across product lines, closer monitoring of topmanagers,
and economies of scale in functional activities, the M-form allows decisions
to be made by agents who are closer to the source of information, improving
the quality of that information, and is better designed to avoid informational
bottlenecks. All of these effects are absent from our model. Our two
organizational structures differ only in the way in which activities are
grouped under the control of divisional managers. Otherwise they both
involve the same number of hierarchical tiers, the same spans of control and
the samedegreeof decentralization.Moreover, in theabsence of externalities,
our framework explicitly avoids any kind of team effects.
Our modelling approach is similar to that of Aghion and Tirole [1995]

who, like us, consider two products and two functions leading to four
activities that must be allocated pairwise between two managers. However,
Aghion and Tirole do not consider monetary incentives, focusing instead on
career concerns. Furthermore, in their model, the choice of organization
depends on the trade-off between the greater economies of scale (in training)

3 See, for example, Burton and Obel [1988], Holmstrom and Tirole [1989] or Williamson
[1975].
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provided by the U-form and the lighter ‘overload’ associated with the M-
form. Both factors are absent in our model. Our approach also differs
significantly from that of Maskin, Qian, and Xu [2000], who focus on the
case when alternative organizational forms of a planned economy can affect
profitability by changing the structure of information available to evaluate
managerial performance. In our model the measures of performance that
can be used to provide incentives are the same for all organizational forms.
Since our two organizational forms only differ in the way activities are

allocated between managers, it is related most closely to the literature on
‘task assignment’ (e.g. Holmstrom andMilgrom [1991] and Itoh [1991] and
[1992]). Indeed we will argue in Section 3 that our benchmark result for
symmetric organizations has the same flavor as Holmstom and Milgrom’s
‘task specialization’ principle which states that each task ought to be the
responsibility of a single agent. However, as will become clear later, the
precise mechanisms leading to task specialization are quite different. Most
closely related to our work is a recent paper by Corts [2005] who considers
how to allocate two sets of tasks given that sales to any given customer are
jointly determined by these tasks and that the firm can only measure
(imperfectly) revenues per customer. As in our paper, allocating one agent
performing both tasks to each customer (the equivalent of our product
organization) has the advantage of lowering the level of risk borne by the
agent but the disadvantage of not allowing for the provision of differential
incentives for each of the two tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes themodel.

Section 3 presents our ‘benchmark’ result of dominance of the product
organization under symmetry. Section 4 examines the effect of asymmetries
on the relative performance of the two organizational forms and illustrates
conditions under which the functional form dominates. Section 5 studies the
impactofvariousmodifications to thebasic framework.Section6 summarizes
and concludes. The proofs of all propositions are in the Appendix.

II. THEMODEL

II(i). Basic Model Set-Up

We consider a hypothetical firm that consists of a risk-neutral owner and
two risk-averse agents, hereafter referred to as divisionmanagers. Our ‘firm’
could either be a stand-alone firm or an autonomous business unit within a
larger company. The questionwe address is how the owner of the firmwould
want to structure her firm to obtain the best possible performance from its
division managers.
The firm sells two products, 1 and 2. Two functional areas, X and Y,

contribute to the success of these products. One can, for example, think of
these functional areas as R&D and marketing.
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The profit pi generated by product i depend on xi and yi, the efforts
expended on functions X and Y for this product, and we assume that this
relationship is linear

pi ¼ bixi þ giyi þ ybjxj þ xgjyj for i ¼ 1; 2; i 6¼ j:

The quantities xi and yi have several possible interpretations. They could
represent the effort that a division manager devotes to monitoring or
motivating subordinates, determining the best mix of operating decisions
within the areas under the manager’s control, or identifying the best set of
investment projects.4 The parameters bi and gi measure the marginal
impact that functional efforts xi and yi have on the profit of product i, and
the parameters y; x 2 ½0; 1� indicate cross-product externalities within a
particular functional area. These impact parameters capture the idea that
marketing or R&D efforts expended on behalf of one product can often
benefit the firm’s other products as well.
We assume the firm’s accounting system generates a verifiable signal ~pi of

the profitability of product i. This signal equals the actual product profit plus
an additive, mean-zero measurement error ~ei; i.e.,

5

~pi ¼ pi þ ~ei for i ¼ 1; 2:

We assume that ð~e1;~e2Þ is drawn from a bivariate normal distribution with a
variance-covariance matrix O given by

O ¼ s2 rs2

rs2 s2

� �
;

where s2 is the variance of measured profit, and rA[� 1, 1] is the correlation
between measured product-line profits. Note that if r5 � 1,
Varð~e1 þ ~e2Þ ¼ 0, and thus total profit p1þ p2 can be measured without
noise. We will use this interpretation below.
The owner of the firm must choose an organizational form. Once that

organizational structure is chosen, the owner then chooses contracts to
motivate managers within that structure. The organizational structure
choice is a task assignment problem:which twoagents are responsible for the
four tasks x1; y1; x2; y2 that must be performed to make the organization
profitable. To develop intuition about the economics of organizational
forms employed by real firms, we focus on two specific allocations of tasks to
agents: a functional organization and a product-based organization. In a

4We ignore the problem of motivating the agents under the manager’s control. One can, if
one wishes, just think of these agents as infinitely risk-averse.

5Alternatively, we could interpret ~ei as the sum of measurement error and product market
uncertainty.
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functional organization, all activities related to the same function are under
the control of one division manager. That is, the vector vTX � ðx1; x2Þ of
efforts of function X are determined by one division manager, while the
vector vTY � ðy1; y2Þ of efforts of function Y are determined by another.6 In
a product-based organization, each division manager is responsible for the
two functional activities relating to his product line. The division manager
for product line i thus chooses a vector zTi � ðxi; yiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; of functional
area efforts on behalf of product i. Figures 1 and 2 depict these two
organizational forms.

Owner

Product 1 division
X1, Y1

Product 2 division
X2, Y 2

Figure 1

Product-based organization

Owner

Function X division
X1, X2

Function Y division
Y1, Y2

Figure 2

Functional organization

6Throughout, the superscript ‘T ’denotes a matrix transpose.
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Two remarks are in order about the set of organizational structures we
consider in this analysis:

1) Throughout this analysis, we hold the firm’s employment fixed at two
agents. Dropping this assumption would allow us to consider other
organizational structures. For example, the firm could disaggregate the
choice of efforts evenmore by hiring four agents and assigning one agent
to choose x1, another agent to choose y1, and so forth. By holding firm
employment fixed at two agents, we focus attention on the trade-offs
involved in the assignment of organizational tasks for a given amount of
managerial authority.

2) Both organizational forms we study involve task specialization: i.e.,
one agent supplies all of the effort for two tasks (e.g., x1 and y1) while
the other agent supplies all of the effort for the other two tasks (e.g., x2
and y2). We do not allow both agents to supply some effort to each of the
four tasks.We justify this by assuming that prospective divisionmanagers
have specialized know-how: the firm can hire product specialists or
functional specialists, but it cannot find managers who can productively
do all four tasks simultaneously. In the final section of the paper, we
return to the issue of specialization and compare the specialized
structures considered here to the performance of a firm composed of task
generalists.

The owner of the firm cannot directly monitor the effort levels of her
divisional managers. We assume that the only variables that are observable
and verifiable are the noisy signals ~pi of product-line profitability. In
particular, signals of the profit contribution of anyparticular functional area
are not available. The assumption that the firm can measure product-line
profit contributions but not functional area profit contributions is meant to
capture the generally accepted idea that inmost firms it is easier tomeasure a
product’s contribution to total profits than it is to measure a functional
area’s contribution to total profits.7 The key difficulty in generating reliable
product-line profit data is the assignment of costs to different products. This
is not an easy task, but the problem can be minimized by grouping together
products that are linked on the cost side and by using accounting techniques,
such as activity-based costing, to assign costs to different products. By
contrast, computing the ‘profit’ of a functional division is a more daunting
task because of the absence of market mechanism to determine the relevant
revenues. Despite advances in accounting methods, few firms have
developed reliable measures of functional area performance.

7 See Tirole [1989], pp. 47–48 or Holmstrom and Tirole [1989], pp. 125–126 for a similar
argument.
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For simplicity we further restrict the compensation contracts to be linear
functions of the product-line profit levels.8 Thus, the compensation eWi

received by the manager of division i is

eWi ¼ ai0 þ epT ai for i 2 f1; 2g;eWi ¼ ai0 þ epT ai for i 2 fX ;Yg;

where aTi � ðai1; ai2Þ, aTX � ðaX1; aX2Þ; aTY � ðaY1; aY2Þ, epT � ðep1; ep2Þ; and
ai0, ai0 are scalars.
Divisionmanagers are risk averse and effort averse. The disutility of effort

for a divisional manager is quadratic and is given by

Di �
1
2
zTi Dzi for i 2 f1; 2g

1
2 v

T
i Dvi for i ¼ fX ;Yg:

8<:
where D � 1 d

d 1

h i
, and d 2 ½0; 1Þ measures the extent of diseconomies of

span, i.e., the extra cost that results when a manager must split his time and
attention between different tasks. In the limit, as d! 1;wehave amulti-task
effort allocationmodel inwhich disutility depends on the total effort exerted
by the divisionmanager. For d<1, the agents show somepreference for ‘task
variety’ in the sense that a total amount of effort is less costly if it is split
across two tasks than if it is concentrated on a single one.9

The expected utility function of a manager is:

EUi � Eð eWiÞ �
r
2
Varð eWiÞ � Di for i 2 f1; 2g or for i 2 fX ;Yg;

where r>0 measures the risk aversion of the managers.10 It is worth noting
that, while we initially assumed that the compensation contracts are linear,
linear contracts are in fact optimal given our constant absolute risk aversion

8This can be justified by assuming that agents choose effort in continuous time to control the
drift vector of a Brownian motion process and in which the agent can observe his accumuated
performance before acting at any instant in time. Holmstrom andMilgrom [1987] show that in
this context, the optimal wage contract for an agent with constant absolute risk aversion is a
linear function of the final observable outcome.

9 The extent of such ‘preference for variety’ is a matter of debate. For two classic references
supporting the existence of such preference, seeHackman andLawler [1971] andHackmanand
Oldham [1976]. For a dissenting opinion, see Buchanan [1994].

10Although the assumption of managerial risk aversion is maintained throughout this
analysis, it is not essential for our results. An alternative modeling assumption that generates
the same results is that the managers receive private information after contracting with the
firm’s owner and that this ex post information affects their effort choices. Baker [1992] analyzes
anagencymodel of this typewhere convex effort costs combinedwith exanteuncertainty about
effort-relevant private information work in exactly the same way as risk aversion in terms of
their effect on optimal contracts. The results in this paper go through if we assume this
specification.
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utility function.11 Letting

Q1 �
b1 yb1
g1 xg1

� �
;Q2 �

yb2 b2
xg2 g2

� �
;RX �

b1 yb1
yb2 b2

� �
;

RY �
g1 xg1
xg2 g2

� �
;

we can express EUi in matrix notation as follows

EUi ¼
ai0 þ

P
j2f1;2g

zTj Qj

 !
ai �

r
2
aTi Oai �

1

2
zTi Dzi; for i 2 f1; 2g:

ai0 þ
P

j2fX ;Yg
vTj Rj

 !
ai �

r
2
aTi Oai �

1

2
vTi Dvi; for i 2 fX ;Yg:

8>>>><>>>>:
We normalize a manager’s outside option to zero. The owner will choose

the intercepts ai0 and ai0 ofmanager i’s compensation so thatEUi ¼ 0,which
implies that the owner’s objective is to maximize total surplus (profit minus
risk premia minus effort disutilities), subject to incentive compatibility
constraints on the managers’ choices of efforts.

II(ii). Optimal Contracting: Product Organization

In a product organization, the owner’s maximization problem is

ð1Þ max
fai ;zig

P ¼
X

i2f1;2g
uTQT

i zi �
r
2
aTi Oai �

1

2
zTi Dzi

� �
;

ð2Þ subject to : Qiai ¼ Dzi; i 2 f1; 2g;

where uT � ð1; 1Þ. Equation (2) is the system of incentive compatibility
constraints for the product division managers and it can be solved for the
vector of efforts Zi, as in equation (3). This system is simply the set of first
order conditions from the agent’s expected utility maximization problem.

ð3Þ zi ¼ D�1Qiai; i 2 f1; 2g:

Substituting (3) into (1), we can restate the owner’s optimization problem
over the slopes ai of the compensation schedule:

11 See Holmstrom and Milgrom [1987] for the single-task case and Laffont and Martimort
[2002], pp. 384–387, for a multi-task extension.
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ð4Þ max
faig

P ¼
X

i2f1;2g
uTYT

i ai �
r
2
aTi Oai �

1

2
aTi Yiai

� �
;

where

Yi � QT
i D
�1Qi; i 2 f1; 2g:

The solution to this problem is

ð5Þ a�i ¼ Yi þ rO½ ��1 Yiu; i 2 f1; 2g:

Substituting (5) into (4) yields the expression PP for the maximal profit
under a product organization:

ð6Þ PP ¼ 1

2

X
i2f1;2g

uTYi Yi þ rO½ ��1 Yiu:

II(iii). Optimal Contracting: Functional Organization

In a functional organization, the owner’s maximization problem is

ð7Þ max
fai ;vig

P ¼
X

i2fX ;Yg
uTRT

i vi �
r
2
aTi Oai �

1

2
vTi Dvi

� �
;

ð8Þ subject to : Riai ¼ Dvi; i 2 fX ;Yg:

Equation (8) is the system of incentive compatibility constraints for the
function division managers, and it can be solved for the vector of efforts

ð9Þ vi ¼ D�1Riai; i 2 fX ;Yg:

Substituting (9) into (7) yields the modified maximization problem

ð10Þ max
faig

P ¼
X

i2fX ;Yg
uTLiai �

r
2
aTi Oai �

1

2
aTi Liai

� �
;

where

Li � RT
i D
�1Ri; i 2 fX ;Yg:

The optimal solution to this problem is

ð11Þ a�i ¼ Li þ rO½ ��1Liu; i 2 fX ;Yg:
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Substituting (11) into (10), we get the expression PF for the maximal profit
under a functional organization:

ð12Þ PF ¼ 1

2

X
i2fX ;Yg

uTLi Li þ rO½ ��1 Liu:

Conditions (6) and (12) provide closed form expressions for the profits of
the two organizational forms that differ only in that thematrixYi appears in
(6) and Li appears in (12). Despite their simple structure, though, these
expressions are difficult to compare directly because several economic forces
are at work concurrently: (1) the fact that product-line profitability is easier
to measure than functional area profit contribution; (2) possible asymme-
tries in marginal profitability across functions and products, which
determines the relative incentive sensitivity of activities; (3) cross-product
externalities; and (4) diseconomies of span. In Section 3,we consider the case
in which there are no cross-product externalities (y ¼ x ¼ 0), all activities
have the same marginal productivity (b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2), and there are no
diseconomies of span (d ¼ 0). This analysis isolates the impact of (1) and
highlights two important effects that lead to the dominance of the product
organization. The section illustrates that symmetry is important to
generating this dominance. Section 4, then, analyzes the impact of
asymmetric marginal productivities. In Section 5, we allow d>0 in order
to isolate the effect of (4) and investigate other extensions to the model.

III. DOMINANCE OF THE PRODUCT ORGANIZATION

In order to derive our benchmark result, we initially assume complete
symmetry; i.e., eachof the fourpossible activitieshas the samecoefficients in the
profit and effort functions, b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2. We also assume that there are
no diseconomies of span, d ¼ 0. Our first result is that under these conditions,
the product-based organization dominates the functional organization.

Proposition 1. Suppose (i) cross-product externalities are symmetric, i.e. y ¼
x)1; (ii) all activities have the samemarginal profitability,b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2.
Then, as long as the correlation r of profit signals exceeds � 1 and externalities
are less thanperfect, i.e.y ¼ x<1, the product-basedorganization yields strictly
higher profits than the functional organization, i.e.,PP>PF . Moreover, in the
absence of externalities, the relative performance of the functional organization
compared to the product-based organization decreases as r increases. When
r ¼ �1 or y ¼ x ¼ 1, the two organizational forms yield equal profit.

Proof: See appendix.

The intuition behind Proposition 1 stems directly from the fact that
compensation can be tied to product-line profitability but not to functional
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area profit contributions. Let us first consider a situation without any cross-
product externalities. Under the symmetry assumptions of proposition 1,
the profit maximizing levels of efforts are themselves symmetric. In a
functional organization, the desired symmetric effort levels can only be
obtained by linking the pay of each manager to the performance of each of
the two products, i.e., aX1; aY1; aX2 and aY2 must all be used. In a product
organization, on the other hand, any desired symmetric level of efforts can
be induced by tying a manager’s reward to the performance of the division
that he oversees; i.e., only a11 and a22 matter for achieving incentive
compatibility. This means that the product organization will only tie the
reward of a manager to the performance of the other product division if this
makes it possible to further reduce the risk that he must bear: a12 and a21 are
chosen to minimize the risk premium rs2ða2ii þ 2raiiaij þ a2ijÞ so that
aij ¼ �raii. If r5 0, the product organization finds it optimal not to tie a
manager’s compensation to the profits of the other product line. This means
that the product manager must only bear the risk premium associated with
the product line that he controls while a functionalmanager is exposed to the
risk associated with both product lines. In that special case, the cost of
implementing given (symmetric) levels of efforts are exactly twice as high in
the functional organization as in the product organization. If r4 0, the
product manager’s reward decreases with the performance of the other
product line (i.e., a12 and a21 are negative), i.e., there is a sort of ‘yardstick
competition.’ In fact, for the case of perfect correlation between the noise of
each product line (i.e. r5 1), setting a12 ¼ �a11 provides full insurance to the
agent, allowing the principal to achieve the first best. If ro 0, a manager’s
reward is tied positively to the profits of the product line that he does not
control (i.e., a12 and a21 are positive). It is only in the extreme case where
r5 � 1 that the two organizational forms perform equally well: with perfect
negative correlation between the two profit measures, functional managers
are also completely insured and both organizations achieve the first best.
These results are only superficially related to those of Maskin, Qian and

Xu [2000]. They show that, when different measures of managerial
performance become possible as the organizational structure is changed,
the organization that measures performance with less ‘variation’ across its
managers can perform better, because it is able to use yardstick competition
more effectively. In our paper, the firm has at its disposition the same
performance measures, whatever the organizational structure.
One interpretation of Proposition 1 is that the firm should organize

around what it can measure well. This is an old theme of the accounting
literature, and it is one aspect of the traditional critique of the U-form
(Williamson [1975]). However, it is important to note that the economics
underlying Proposition 1 differs from the traditional analysis of the
drawbacks of theU-form.That analysis emphasizes that the unobservability
of functional area profitability gives rise to an ‘Alchian-Demsetz’ type team
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problem (Holmstrom andTirole [1989], pp. 67 and 124).While the handicap
of the functional organization captured in Proposition 1 stems from the
unobservability of functional area profit contributions, we emphasize that
Proposition 1 is not driven by a team problem. The reason is the following.
First, since the profit functions are linear and there are no cross-product
externalities, there is no direct ‘free rider’ problem. Nor is there an ‘induced’
team problem stemming from the incentive scheme.12 In our setup, the
owner could (if she wanted to) make the agent’s marginal compensation
equal to his marginal cost of effort and recover this expense through the
intercept of the linear compensation.
Proposition 1 can also be interpreted in terms of task specialization. To do

so, let us relabel the model as follows. Rather than considering how the four
tasks xi, yi should be allocated pairwise between two agents, let there be only
two tasks T1 and T2 and two measures of performance p1ðT1Þ and p2ðT2Þ.
Task i is running ‘product division i.’ Each of the two agents is able to
shoulder a load equivalent to a full task. The choice of organizational form
can then be framed as whether each task should be split equally between the
two agents, as in the functional organization, or whether each agent should
be solely responsible for a single task, as in the product-based organization.
Proposition 1 implies that task specialization is optimal. Viewed in this way,
Proposition 1 is similar to the task-specialization result of Holmstrom and
Milgrom [1991]whofind that if two agentsmust allocate their effort between
a continuum of tasks, it is never optimal for the two agents to be jointly
responsible for any task. The key to their result as well as to ours is that there
is a fixed cost of inducing an agent to exert effort on an additional task.
However, the source of this fixed cost in the two papers is completely
different. In Holmstrom and Milgrom, there is a continuum of tasks and,
because the cost of effort is a function of the agent’s total effort (i.e. d ¼ 1),
themarginal cost of expending effort on the shared task is positive at zero. In
other words, our results hold even in the absence of diseconomies of span,
while the Holmstrom and Milgrom result arises because of diseconomies of
span. In our model, the fixed cost comes from the combination of two
factors. Firstly as we have seen, ‘sharing tasks’ increases the risk premium
demanded by the agents. Secondly, reinterpreting ourmodel in terms of task
specialization leads to a situation where we have discrete tasks and discrete
sharing of tasks (i.e., tasks can only be split ‘in halves’). This means that the
weight attached to this additional risk premium is itself positive for all values

12 By induced team problem, we mean the following. If y ¼ f ðe1; e2Þwhere y is output and ei
is agent i’s effort, and if the marginal cost of each agent’s effort is 1, then the owner of the firm
wouldwant to have 1 ¼ fe1 ¼ fe2 . But, if the sharing rule is s1ðyÞ ¼ 1� s2ðyÞ, implementing this
scheme is not possible.
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of d, despite the fact that, with d ¼ 0, the marginal cost of effort at zero is
itself zero.13 In other words, the information structure of the firm itself,
rather than the structure of the effort function, gives rise to a form of ‘task
specialization.’
We now consider the possibility that functional area effort on behalf of

oneproduct canhave abeneficial effect on the profitability of the firm’s other
product. Further, assume that these are symmetric so that y ¼ x 2 ð0; 1Þ:
The main effect of such cross-product externalities is to weaken the
advantage of the product-based organization. Indeed, this advantage
disappears when the externalities become perfect, i.e., when y ¼ x ¼ 1. To
see this, let us examine how the optimal implementation of a given level of
effort is affected by the introduction of externalities. Consider first the case
where r4 0 so that, in the product organization without externalities, the
reward of a manager is tied negatively to the profits of the other division.
With externalities, the manager’s activities do affect both profit measures so
that a negative value of a12 actually decreases the manager’s incentives to
expand effort. Indeed, in the extreme case where r5 1 and y ¼ x ¼ 1, setting
a12 ¼ �a11, which was optimal without externalities, would provide
absolutely no incentive to expand effort. To restore the incentives at
minimum cost, the firm will increase both a11 and a12, limiting its ability to
‘insure’ its agents.14 If ro 0, the product organization would, in the absence
of externalities, tie the reward of its managers positively to the profit of the
other product line. If we introduce an externality, then the previous levels of
a11 and a12 now provide excessive incentives. To implement the same given
level of effort as before, it is optimal to reduce both a11 and a12. This again
limits the product organization’s relative advantage in minimizing the risk
borne by its managers.15

13 It is worth noting that the discreteness of tasks is not itself the crucial difference between
the twopapers.With their assumed cost function (i.e., d ¼ 1),HolmstromandMilgrom’s result
would go through even if theyhaddiscrete symmetric tasks and task-sharing rules.On the other
hand,with d ¼ 0 and in the absence of our two effects, Itoh [1991] and [1992] has shown that the
principal would actually prefer discrete tasks to be shared between agents, with an appropriate
specification of the cost of effort.

14 For given levels of effort, the cost of implementation comes from the risk borne by the
agent, which takes the form rs2ða211 þ 2ra11a12 þ a212Þ. The marginal cost of increasing a11 is
2a11 þ 2ra12, while the cost of increasing a12 is 2ra11 þ 2a12. Evaluated at a12 ¼ �ra11, which is
an implementation condition without externalities, these marginal costs are respectively equal
to a11ð1� r2Þ*0 and 0 (since a12 was chosen to minimize the variance of the manager’s
earnings). Hence any increase in the power of incentives given to themanagermust rely (in part
at least) on an increase in a12.

15 The case of r5 0 is similar. Without externalities, we have a12 ¼ 0. But with externalities,
a12 can now affect incentives. Again, as a12 was optimally set equal to 0 in the situation without
externalities, the marginal cost of increasing it is smaller than the marginal cost of using a11.
Hence, once externalities are introduced, given effort levels will be implemented by using a
positive a12 and a lower value of a11 than without externalities.
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IV. DOMINANCE OF THE FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION: ASYMMETRIES AND

THE INCENTIVE FLEXIBILITY EFFECT

In the presence of asymmetries we show that another effect, the incentive
flexibility effect, can favor the functional organization. This effect becomes
strong enough to overturn the ranking that Proposition 1 establishes when
asymmetries are ‘large enough’ in a sense we shall make precise below.
To begin our discussion, we note that a theme of the modern literature on

strategic management is that firms can be fruitfully thought of as collections
of value-creating activities, and that different activities may be more or less
important in different economic environments (Porter [1985]). In consumer
packaged goods companies, such as Procter & Gamble or Unilever,
marketing and brand management activities are paramount, while in high
tech firms, such as Hewlett Packard or 3M, R&D activity is paramount.
When asymmetries are present across functions or products, the owner
would wish to differentiate incentives for activities under the control of a
manager. If the owner wished to differentiate incentives across products, for
example, she could put differentweights on the profits of products 1 and 2. If
she wished to differentiate incentives across functions, she could tie
compensation of one functional area general manager more closely to
profit than the other. Both forms of differentiation are possible in the
functional organization. For example, it would be possible in the functional
organization to set large values for aX1 and aY1 if product 1 were more
important than product 2, and it would be equally possible to set large values
for aX1 and aX2 if function X were more important than function Y. On the
other hand, it is only possible to differentiate incentives across products in
the product organization, as profits are measured per product and
managerial responsibility is also allocated per product. As a result, there is
a built-in advantage for the functional organization when certain types of
asymmetries are present. This is expressed in the following principle.

Incentive Flexibility Principle: Asymmetries that lead to different first-best
levels of efforts for activities relating to the same product improve the relative
performance of the functional organization.

Let us explicitly consider two types of asymmetry that favors the
functional organization. Suppose first that one function is dominant, so that
b1 ¼ b2 � b> g � g1 ¼ g2 . That is, function X is unambiguously more
important for organizational success than functionY. Figure 3 shows effort
supply functions for activities xi and yi for this case. The effort supply
function shows the effort provided by amanager as a function of the slope of
the manager’s incentive contract. If function X has a higher marginal
profitability than function Y, then the effort supply function for xi will be
flatter than the effort supply function for yi; i.e., functionX is more incentive
sensitive than function Y.
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In the absence of risk-aversion, the first-best solution would give
managers incentive contracts of slope 1,making them the residual claimants.
This solution is not optimal with risk-averse managers, but it illustrates that
the induced effort level would be greater for the more incentive sensitive
activity. With risk aversion, the desired effort levels are smaller for each
activity, and if the owner could do so, she would choose a larger contract
slope for the more incentive sensitive activity, as shown in Figure 3.16

In the dominant function case, a functional organization groups activities
according to their incentive sensitivity, so that the owner can indeed give
function X and function Y activities different contract slopes. However, in
the product-based organization, the same contract slope applies to both
activities, as shown in Figure 3, so the owner is forced to make an incentive
compromise, which works to reduce her expected profitability.17

Effort 
level

Slope of
incentive 
contract

1

First
best

First
best

Effort supply function incentive-insensitive activity

Effort supply
function
incentive-sensitive
activity

Common slope

Desired level
incentive-
insensitive
activity

Desired slope

Desired slope

Effort with
incentive
compromise

Effort with
incentive
compromise

Desired level
incentive-sensitive
activity

Figure 3

Effort supply function incentive-insensitive activity

16 This is analogous to third-degree price discrimination in which a monopolist prefers to
charge a lower price to consumers with more elastic demands.

17 See Proposition A1 in the Appendix for a formal analysis of the effect of a dominant
function on the relative performance of the functionial and product organizations.
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Another illustration of the incentive flexibility principle is a situation
where there are privileged product/function pairs. This is especially likely to
occur in diversified conglomerates, where, for example, the success of some
product lines might depend heavily on R&D, while the success of others
might rest mostly onmarketing ormanufacturing efficiency.18 For example,
suppose that functionX is especially important for product 1, while function
Y is especially important for product 2, i.e., b1 ¼ g2>b2 ¼ g1. The owner
would like to induce high levels of x1 and y2 and relatively low levels of x2
and y1. As in the case of a dominant function, such asymmetric effort levels
cannot be induced in a product-based organization. They can, however, be
obtained with a functional form by putting a higher weight on ep1 than on ep2
in the compensation schemeof themanager of functionX and setting a lower
weight on ep1 than on ep2 in the contract of themanager of functionY. Hence,
like the presence of a dominant function, this asymmetry improves the
relative performance of the functional form.19

Our analysis should be contrasted with the traditional intuition that a
functional organization (U-form) allows the firm to exploit economies of
scale within particular functions better than a product-based (M-form)
organization does (Holmstrom and Tirole [1989], p. 125). With linear profit
functions, there are no economies of scale in functional activities in our
model, so the traditional intuition does not apply. What happens instead is
that by allowing for differentiated incentives across functions, the functional
organization channels large amounts of managerial effort into the
functional activity that is especially important to the firm’s success and
lesser amounts of effort into the activity that is not as important. This results
in a more efficient pattern of effort across functional areas than what arises
in a product-based organization. That is, when there is a dominant function,
a functional organization can improve the specialization of managerial
incentives and effort within the firm.
While asymmetries in themarginal productivities of the four activities can

indeed improve the relative performance of the functional organization,
whether they can actually make it more profitable than the product-based
organization is less obvious. The following proposition shows that, under
some conditions, functional asymmetries can indeed effect such a reversal.

Proposition 2. Assume that externalities are not complete and the profits of
the two product lines are not perfectly inversely correlated (y<1 and r>�1).
There is a critical level of the externality parameter, defined as yc 2 ½0; 1�, such
that for all y>yc, one can always find a degree of functional asymmetry beyond

18 For example, until the late 1990’s, Corning sold both medical instruments and cookware.
While innovation was probably important for both product lines, marketing was probably
relatively more important for the cookware line.

19 See the Appendix, under Propostion A1, for a formal statement and proof.
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which the functional form is more profitable than the product form. If the
correlation between the profits of the two product lines is sufficiently negative
and rs2 is large enough, then there exists a degree of functional asymmetry
beyondwhich a functional organization ismore profitable than a product-based
organization, even in the absence of externalities.

Proof: See appendix.

The intuition behind Proposition 2 is straightforward. It simply says that
functional asymmetries can reverse the ranking of the two organizational
forms when their relative performances under symmetric conditions are
already close enough. As we know from Proposition 1, this occurs when r is
small and/or externalities are large. Figure 4 displays a representative set of
numerical calculations showing how the relative profitability of the two
organizational forms varies with the level of (symmetric) externalities and
the degree of functional dominance, g

b.
20

An implication of Proposition 2 is that if the firm has a strong competence
in a particular functional area and there are functional area externalities
across product lines, a functional organization may be desirable. Phrased in
the language of strategicmanagement, ourmodel suggests that a firm should
organize around its ‘core competencies,’ even when it is hard to measure the

0

θ = ξ
10.5

γ/
β 

1.0

2.0

3.0  ΠF> ΠP

 ΠP>  ΠF

Figure 4

Relative profitability of functional and product-based organizations with functional area

asymmetries

20 The parameter values for this example are rs2 ¼ 2, d ¼ r ¼ 0, b1 ¼ b2 ¼ 1. Taking y ¼
1=2 for example, one can check that, with g ¼ 3, we have PF ¼ 19:62>PP ¼ 19:4. Using
r ¼ �3=4, one can also check that the functional form can be more profitable even in the
absence of externalities. Using r ¼ �3=4, y ¼ 0, d ¼ 0, rs2 ¼ 2 and b1 ¼ b2 ¼ 1, one gets that
for g ¼ 3, PF ¼ 16:19>PP ¼ 16:16. Differences become larger as g is increased beyond 3.
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profit contribution of those competencies. The managerial logic of this is
that when a firm has a core competence that resides in a function, then to
maximize the impact of the competence on the firm’s success, senior
executives responsible for that function should receive higher powered
incentives than senior executives responsible for other functions.Organizing
the firm along product lines gets in the way of providing differentiated
incentives, which then implies that the firmwill fail to exploit its competence
as fully as it could.21

As functional dominance with symmetric externalities can make the
functional organization more profitable than the product organization, one
might also wonder whether significantly asymmetric externalities, in
themselves, could also reverse the ranking of the two organizational forms.
The presence of an externality only in X affects the relative performance of
the organizational forms in two ways. First, it makes it desirable to
implement a greater level of effort inX than inY. This creates an asymmetry
of the same type as our ‘dominant function’ case and, hence, favors the
functional organization due to the incentive flexibility effect. Secondly, it
becomes optimal for the product organization to link the compensation of
its managers to the performance of both divisions and thus reduces the
‘Proposition 1’ advantages of the product-based organization. Both effects
lead to a better relative performance of the functional form. We suppose,
then, that only one of the two functions generates significant cross-product
externalities. In other words, we set x equal to zero so that externalities occur
only within functional area X. To isolate the effect of this asymmetry,
we assume that the marginal productivity coefficients are perfectly
symmetric, i.e., b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2. We show that, indeed, for large enough
values of y, a functional organization leads to higher expected profits than a
product-based organization.

Proposition 3. Suppose the marginal productivity coefficients are perfectly
symmetric, b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2 and there are no diseconomies of span, d ¼ 0.
If only one of the two functions generates cross-product externalities,
y>0; x ¼ 0, and this externality is sufficiently large, the functional organiza-
tion is more profitable than the product-based organization, i.e., PF >PP.

Proof: See appendix.

We could not obtain analytical results for the case of privileged product/
functions pairs. Numerical calculations show that, as in the case of
functional asymmetries, one can find parameter values for which the
functional organization is more profitable than the product-based

21 For an application of the logic of Proposition 4 to IBM, see our working paper.
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organization, even though there are no cross-product externalities.22

However, the effect of externalities is rather different. On the one hand, as
we have seen, larger externalities minimize the disadvantage from having to
tie an agent’s reward to both measures of profit. This favours the functional
organization. On the other hand, greater externalities effectively reduce the
degree of privileged product/function pair asymmetry: as y increases, the
effect of any activity on the two measures of profit becomes more similar.
Numerical calculations suggest that this severely limits the range of
parameters for which this type of asymmetry can make the functional
organization more profitable than the product-based organization.23

V. EXTENSIONS TO THEMODEL

Our results have been obtained in the simplest possible model, where
contracts were linear and the noise terms of each profit measure were
normally distributed. Given our assumed constant absolute risk aversion
(CARA) utility function and the normality of the error terms, the linearity of
contracts is not an issue: As shown by Milgrom and Holmstrom
[1987]Fand Laffont and Martimort [2002] in a multi-tasking settingF
linear contracts are in fact optimal.Without normality, however, non-linear
contracts may well improve on linear contracts. Still, there does not seem to
be any reason to believe that this would affect our analysis significantly.
Even with non-linear contracts, inducing the correct level of effort only
requires that the compensation of a productmanager be tied to the profits of
her own division, while the reward of a functional manager must still be tied
to the profits of both divisions. The product organization’s ability to induce
the same (symmetric) levels of efforts, while imposing less risk on its
managers, should therefore still remain. The incentive flexibility effect
would also survive as no amount of non-linearity would allow a product-
based firm to induce efforts in any proportion other than bi

gi
. Of course, the

precise magnitude of these effects would likely change under non-linear
contracts. This means not only that the range of parameters for which the
functional form dominates would be different but that one cannot a priori
even be completely certain that such dominance would always be possible.

V(i). Diseconomies of Span

Up to now, we have not discussed the precise shape of the cost of effort
function.When d ¼ 0, managers exhibit a preference for ‘task variety’ in the
sense that the marginal cost of effort for any single task only increases with
the amount of effort expanded on that task.When d>0, themarginal cost of

22For example y ¼ d ¼ 0, b ¼ 1, rs2 ¼ 10, r ¼ �0:9 and g>7.
23 For r5 0, for example, extensive simulations show that, irrespective of the asymmetry,

PP>PF8y<1.
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effort for any task increases with the total amount of effort that themanager
spends across all the tasks that she supervises. This gives rise to two
additional effects. The first is an effort disparity effect. This effect arises
because for given effort vectors, zi or vi, the difference in total effort costP

i2f1;2g Di�
P

i2fX ;Yg Di between a product organization and a functional
organization is equal to dðx1 � y2Þðy1 � x2Þ:This implies thatwhen there is a
dominant product, effort costs tend to be higher in a product organization,
while if there is a dominant function, effort costs tend to be higher in a
functional organization. This effect, then, moderates the impact of the
incentive flexibility effect discussed earlier. However, as Proposition 2 has
been shown to hold for all values of d 2 ½0; 1�, we know that one can still find
parameter ranges for which the functional asymmetries are large enough to
ensure that the functional organization is more profitable than the product
organization. The second effect is the well knownmulti-task effort allocation
problem. As d increases, a manager has a tendency to devote large amounts
of effort to the product (or function) with the higher marginal profitability.
For d! 1, this tendency becomes extreme, and the manager devotes no
effort to the activity with the lower marginal profitability. This effect makes
it difficult to induce effort supply under both organizational forms, and thus
has no clear cut impact on the relative profitability of the two organizations.
Hence, in contrast to the earlier work of Holmstrom and Milgrom [1991],
where the specialization result derives from diseconomies of span, our basic
results do not.
On the other hand, as we are going to see below, the precise shape of the

cost of effort function doesmatterwhen the product-based organization and
the functional form are compared to other possible types of organizations.

V(ii). Generalists versus Specialists

We have so far assumed that the firm had to hire (only) two managers and
that these managers were specialists in the sense that it was not possible to
find agents who could perform all four tasks productively.We nowdrop this
last assumption but still keep the number of managers at two. In our model,
there are in fact circumstances in which the owner would want to have both
managers do everything. To see why, consider the special case where there is
complete symmetry, there are no cross-product externalities (y ¼ x ¼ 0Þ and
r5 0 so that the slopes of the product managers’ compensation schedules in
a product organization can be set independently of each other. It is
straightforward to show that under these conditions, an organization of two
generalists is more profitable than a product organization in which division
heads are product specialists. The reason for this is that, for any given levels
of total effort devoted to a task, a generalist only exerts half the effort of the
corresponding specialist on any given task. This lowers the cost of
implementing effort through two channels. Firstly, as the disutility of effort
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is quadratic in every task-specific effort level, the total direct cost of effort is
less: implementing total effort levels of x1 ¼ x2 ¼ y1 ¼ y2 � x involves a
total cost of effort equal to ð1þ 3dÞx2 with two generalists and a total cost of
effort equal to 2ð1

2
Þ½x2 þ 2dx2 þ x2� ¼ 2x2ð1þ dÞ with specialists. For all

values of d smaller than 1, the cost of effort is smaller with generalists.
Secondly, as each generalistmust only be induced to exert half the effort level
of a specialist on any task, generalists are given lower-power incentives than
specialists, reducing their exposure to risk.24 This second effect holds for all
values of d. Hence diseconomies of span weaken but do not eliminate the
relative advantage of hiring ‘generalists.’
On the other hand, using generalists combines the disadvantages of both

the product and functional forms. Like the functional organization, an
organization relying on generalist managersmust tie eachmanager’s reward
to bothmeasures of profit in order to induce the desired levels of effort for all
four activities.Aswehave shown inProposition 1, this tends to lead tohigher
implementation costs than for the product form. Moreover, because each
manager controls both functional activities relating to a given product, the
generalist organization suffers from the same lackof flexibility as theproduct
organization. In particular, any asymmetries between functions would force
it into an ‘incentive compromise’ and would favour the functional form.

V(iii). Disaggregated Organization

Wenow keep our assumption thatmanagers are ‘specialists,’ but allow the firm
to assign responsibility for each of the product-function effort choice to a
different agent. In this structure, the firmwould consist of four agents, one with
responsibility forx1, onewith responsibility fory1, andso forth.As this structure
disaggregates responsibility for decision making, we refer to it as the ‘disaggre-
gated organization.’Anobvious advantage of the disaggregated organization is
that, by eliminating multi-tasking, it reduces the cost of implementing given
levels of efforts when there are diseconomies of span (i.e. d>0).
Let us first assume, as we have in the main part of the paper, that the

reservation utility of each agent is standardized to zero. In this case, the
disaggregated organization dominates the functional form: for all d>0: it
offers the same flexibility at a lower cost. However, the disaggregate
organization is not necessarily more profitable than the product form. This
is because, like the functional organization, it entails creating separate

24Define the contract terms that implement the given levels of effort of specialists in the
product organization as a11 ¼ a22 � a. Therefore, for r5 0, the risk premium thatmust be paid
to each of the two managers is rs2

2 ða2 þ a2Þ ¼ rs2a2. To implement the same total levels of
effort with generalists, each manager’s compensation must receive a proportion a

2 of the profits
of each product division. Hence each manager must receive a risk premium equal to
rs2

2
½ða
2
Þ2 þ ða

2
Þ2 þ ða

2
Þ2 þ ða

2
Þ2� ¼ rs2

2
a2. The cost of risk borne by generalists remains smaller than

for specialists as long as ro 1, i.e., as long as the ‘cost of risk’ function remains convex.
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incentives for the implementation of each task, while the product
organization can use the same incentive to ensure that the two tasks relating
to the same product are carried out. Hence, with perfect symmetry and
d ¼ 0, the product organization is more profitable than the disaggregated
organization.25 It is only as d increases and there is significant functional
asymmetry that the disaggregated organization begins to dominate the
product organization. Numerical calculations give us an idea of the range of
parameters for which the disaggregate organization does better than the
product form. Representative calculations are summarized in Figure 5.
Of course, setting the reserve utility of agents equal to zero is nothingmore

than a convenient standardization. In practice, agents are likely to obtain
positiveutility fromtheir outsideoptions andmust thereforebe compensated
for giving themup.This creates afixedcostof hiringadditional agents.This is
clearly a disadvantage of the disaggregated organization and can easilymake
it less attractive than either the product or the functional organization.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper has studied the choice among organizational forms in an
environment in which agentsmust bemotivated through incentive contracts
to undertake multiple tasks on behalf of products. Two organizational
forms are studied: a functional organization and a product-based organiza-
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Figure 5

Comparison between product organization and disaggregated organization

25With symmetry and no externalities, the expected profits of the functional organization,
the product organization and the disaggregated organization are, respectively

PF ¼ 2b4

b2þrs2ð1þdÞ2ð1þrÞ;P
P ¼ 4b4

2b2þrs2ð1þdÞ2ð1�r2Þ and PD ¼ 2b2

b2þrs2ð1þrÞ

so that, for d*0 but not too large, we have PP>PD
*PF .
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tion. In a functional organization, the firm is divided into functional
divisions, and a division manager has responsibility for a single function’s
activities on behalf of all products. In a product-based organization, the firm
is organized into product divisions, and a division manager has responsi-
bility for all functional activities on behalf of a single product.
Because ourmodel abstracts from important issues, such as the number of

levels in the organization’s hierarchy and the degree to which decision
making authority is centralized or decentralized, it does not provide a com-
plete theory of endogenous organizational structure. Our objective instead
has been to identify economic forces that systematically favor organizing
along aproduct dimension versus a functional dimension in settings inwhich
incentive contracting plays a significant role in a firm’s internal structure. In
particular, the model identifies four distinct forces that shape the relative
profitability of functional and product-based organizations:

1) Noisiness of performance measures: Measuring a product line’s contribu-
tion to profitability is generally easier thanmeasuring a functional area’s
contribution to profitability. This effect favors a product organization
because it allows the owner to offer incentive contracts with better risk-
bearing properties than can be offered in a functional organization.

2) Disparities in the marginal profitability of functional areas: Situations in
which a particular function is more important to organizational success
generally favors the functional organization. The functional organiza-
tion allows the firm tobetter apply the incentive sensitivity principle: with
afixednumber of agents it is better to group activitieswith similar degrees
of incentive sensitivity together.

3) Cross-product externalities: Situations in which there are cross-product
externalities within a function favors a functional organization. This is
because function managers automatically internalize these externalities
in decision making whereas product managers must be given incentives
to do so through the compensation scheme, which then erodes the risk-
bearing advantages of the product organization.

4) Diseconomies of span of control: Diseconomies of span generally favor the
functional organizationwhenoneproduct is significantlymore important
to firm profitability than the other and favors the product organization
when one function is significantly more important than the other.

While the role of cross-product externalities has already been discussed in
the literature about the U-form and the M-form, we believe that the other
three factors have not been analyzed before. Moreover, the complex
interactions between cross-product externalities and various types of
asymmetries have not been examined previously.
These forces should be useful beyond the confine of the ‘U-form versus

M-form debate.’ In particular, our ‘incentive flexibility principle’ can help
explain the existence of many hybrid organizations. For example, consider
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again our basic model with the following asymmetries. Activities x1 and y1
are equally important for the firm; theirmarginal impacts on total profits are
lower than the marginal impact of x2 but higher than the marginal effect of
y2. In that case, an organization grouping x1 and y2 under the samemanager
but assigning x2 and y2 to two other managers would avoid incentive
intensity compromises and might therefore be optimal.
It is our hope that this paper illustrates howmulti-task agency theory can

fruitfully shed light on the economics of a firm’s organizational strategy. In
future work, we hope to continue this line of research by showing how
changes in the scope of a firm’s activities (e.g., adding additional products or
entering additional geographic markets) affect its choice of organizational
structure. Baron and Besanko [2001] provide some insights into the
relationship between firm scope and organizational structure, but their
model does not study functional organizations, nor does it consider the roles
of noisy observables and hidden actionwhich are key parts of this paper.We
would also like to endogenize not only the organizing dimension, but also
the number of levels in the firm’s hierarchy and the allocation of decision
authority in the organization.

APPENDIX26

Proof of Proposition 1. For simplicity, let us set b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2 ¼ 1

Using expressions (5) and (11), plugging back into the expected profit functions and

taking limits for y! x;27 we have

PP ¼ 2ð1þ yÞ2

1þ rs2ð1�r2Þð1þdÞ2

2ðy2�2yrþ1Þ

;

and

PF ¼ 2ð1þ yÞ2

1þ rs2ð1þdÞ
2ð1þrÞ

ð1þyÞ2

so that

PP
*PF iff

1� r2

2ðy2 � 2yrþ 1Þ
)

1þ r

ð1þ yÞ2
:

26 The proofs of the propositions rely on the solutions to (5)–(6) and (11)–(12), which are
expressed in matrix form. Because the scalar solutions to (6) and (12) are extremely
complicated, we omit them for brevity. They are, however, available from the authors upon
request.

27 Taking limy!xPP requires numerous applications of L’Hospital’s rule.
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For r ¼ �1 the two sides of the inequality are equal to zero so thatPP ¼ PF . For y ¼ 1

(but r>�1), the inequality becomes 1�r
4ð1�rÞ)

1
4
, which also holds with equality, implying

PP ¼ PF . For r>�1 and y<1, the inequality is equivalent to

1� r

2ðy2 � 2yrþ 1Þ
)

1

ð1þ yÞ2
()

0)ð1þ rÞy2 � 2yð1þ rÞ þ 1þ r()
0)ðy� 1Þ2;

which holds as a strict inequality for y<1.

Finally, for y ¼ 0, we have

PP

PF
¼ 2½1þ rs2ð1þ rÞð1þ dÞ2�

2þ rs2ð1� r2Þð1þ dÞ2
:

Defining

K � rs2ð1þ dÞ2; P
P

PF
¼ 2½1þ Kð1þ rÞ�

2þ Kð1� r2Þ

so that the sign of

dðPP=PF Þ
dr

is the same as the sign of

½2þ Kð1� r2Þ�K � ½1þ Kð1þ rÞ�½�2rK �

¼ K ½2þ Kð1� r2Þ þ 2rð1þ Kð1þ rÞÞ�

which is positive iff 2ð1þ rÞ þ Kð1þ rÞ>0, which must hold for all r>�1. Hence
dðPP=PF Þ

dr
>0 8r>�1.

Asymmetries in Productivities: Proposition A1

To isolate the pure effect of asymmetries in productivities we neutralize the two

effects that made the product organization more profitable than the functional

organization in Proposition 1. This is done by assuming that r5 0 (so that the product

organization cannot use the aij coefficients to further reduce the risk borne by the agent)

and by requiring that the product organization manager is twice as risk-averse as a

functional manager, i.e., rp ¼ 2r and rf ¼ r (neutralizing the fact that the functional

manager must ‘bear two risks’). We can then state:

PropositionA1. Suppose there are no cross-product externalities, y ¼ x ¼ 0; there are no
diseconomies of span, d ¼ 0 and b1 ¼ b2 � b> g � g1 ¼ g2 or b1 ¼ g2 � b 6¼ b2 ¼
g1 � g.Then compensating for the effects underlyingProposition 1, the profitability of the

product-based organization relative to the functional organization, P
P

PF , decreases as one

function X becomes increasingly dominant, i.e., as b
g increases above 1.
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Proof: Solving expressions (6) and (12) we get

PP ¼ ðb2 þ g2Þ2

b2 þ g2 þ rps2ð1� r2Þ
and

PF ¼ b4

b2 þ rs2ð1þ rÞ
þ g4

g2 þ rs2ð1þ rÞ

if b1 ¼ b2 � b>g � g1 ¼ g2 and

ð13Þ PP ¼ ðb2 þ g2Þ2

b2 þ g2 þ rPs2ð1� r2Þ
: ðA:1Þ

ð14Þ PF ¼ b2½b2ðg2 þ rs2Þ � rg2rs2� þ g2½g2ðb2 þ rs2Þ � rb2rs2�
ðb2 þ rs2Þðg2 þ rs2Þ � r2r2s4

: ðA:2Þ

if b1 ¼ g2 � b 6¼ b2 ¼ g1 � g.
Setting r5 0 and rp ¼ 2r in these four expression we get

ð15Þ PP ¼ ðb2 þ g2Þ2

ðb2 þ g2Þ þ 2rs2
: ðA:3Þ

ð16Þ PF ¼ b4

b2 þ rs2
þ g4

g2 þ rs2
: ðA:4Þ

for both cases.

Define Z � PP

PF and consider a mean-preserving increase in the asymmetry. We have

@Z

@b
� @Z
@g
¼ 2ðg� bÞðb2 þ g2Þgbrs2 A

D

where

D � ðb2 þ g2 þ rs2Þ2ðb4g2 þ b4rs2 þ g4b2 þ g4rs2Þ2>0:

and

A � b6rs2 þ 2b5grs2 þ g3b5 þ 3b4g2rs2 þ 3b4r2s4

þ 7b3gr2s4 þ 8b3g3rs2 þ g5b3 þ 2b2r3s6 þ 6b2g2r2s4

þ 3b2g4rs2 þ 2bg5rs2 þ 4bgr3s6 þ 7bg3r2s4

þ 3g4r2s4 þ g6rs2 þ 2g2r3s6

> 0:

Hence

@Z

@b
� @Z
@g

� �
w0 as b _ g;

so that a mean preserving increase in asymmetry decreases Z.
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Proof of Proposition 2: Define

B � rs2ð1þ dÞ2ð1þ rÞ
ð1þ yÞ2

and A � rs2ð1þ dÞ2ð1� r2Þ
1þ y2 � 2ry

so that A� 2B<0 8y<1; r>�1. We have

PF ¼ b4ð1þ yÞ2

b2 þ B
þ g4ð1þ yÞ2

g2 þ B
and PP ¼ ðb

2 þ g2Þ2ð1þ yÞ2

b2 þ g2 þ A

Setting PF ¼ PP and simplifying yields b4g2Aþ b4ABþ b2g4Aþ g4AB ¼
B2ðb4 þ g4Þ þ 2b2g2ðBþ b2 þ g2Þ.

What we are trying to determine is whether, keeping b fixed, one can find values of g
that are different enough from b to ensure that PF >PP. To keep computations as

simple as possible we set b ¼ 1. Defining z � g2*0 we have PF �PP ¼
z2½ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ� þ z½ðA� 2BÞ � 2B2� þ ½A� B�B, which is a second-degree

polynomial in z. Define this polynomial asPðzÞ. The sign ofPðzÞ is the same as the sign

of ½ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ�, except for values of z lying between the roots of P(z). The

discriminant of the equation P(z)5 0 is D ¼ ½A� 2B�½ðA� 2BÞ � 4AB� 4AB2�. As

A� 2B<0, ðA� 2BÞ � 4AB� 4AB2 is also negative so that D is positive. Therefore

the roots of the second degree equation P(z)5 0 are:

z1 ¼
2B2 � ðA� 2BÞ þ

ffiffiffiffi
D
p

2½ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ� and z2 ¼
2B2 � ðA� 2BÞ �

ffiffiffiffi
D
p

2½ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ� :

The numerator of z1 is clearly positive. Straightforward computations show that

the numerator of z2 is also positive. This means that both roots always have the

same sign determined by the sign of their denominator. Suppose first that

ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ<0. Since both roots are negative P(z) is always of the same

sign as ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ, which we assumed negative. Hence wemust always have

PF <PP. In otherwords, one can never find a functional asymmetry that is sufficient to

reverse the profit ranking obtained in Proposition 1. Now suppose that ðA� 2BÞ þ
BðA� BÞ>0 so that both roots are positive. Hence, P(z) has the same sign as ðA�
2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ except for values of z between z2 and z1, i.e.PF >PP iff z>z1 or z<z2.

With ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ>0 it is also straightforward to show that z2<b2 � 1<z1.

Starting from z ¼ 1 ¼ g then, one can increase g (and thus z) up to a point (z*z1) where

the functional asymmetry is large enough to ensure the dominance of the functional

organization.A similar result canbeobtainedbydecreasing gup to apointwhere z)z2.

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of positive values of z for

which the functional form is more profitable than the product form is that

ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ>0. We must then determine under what conditions this

inequality is satisfied.

Consider the inequality ðA� 2BÞ � BðA� BÞ>0. Substituting the values of A and

B and definingM � rs2ð1þ dÞ2 we get that ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ>0 iff y2� 2yþ 11

< M

ð1þyÞ2ð�ry
2 þ 2y� rÞ. This is equivalent to QðyÞ � y4 � 2y2 þ 1þM ðry2 � 2yþ rÞ

<0.We haveQ0ðyÞ ¼ 4yðy2 � 1Þ þ 2Mðry� 1Þ<0.MoreoverQðy ¼ 1Þ ¼ 2Mðr� 1Þy
)0 and Qðy ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1þMr. Hence, if r>� 1

M
then Qðy ¼ 0Þ>0 and there is a single

value of y, defined as yc 2 �0; 1½ such that ðA� 2BÞ þ BðA� BÞ>0 iff y>yc:Hence, for

all y>yc, one can always find a value of g that is different enough from b that the
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functional organization is more profitable than the product-based organization. This

situation is represented in Figure 6. If r)� 1
M

then Qðy ¼ 0Þ)0 so that ðA� 2BÞ þ
BðA� BÞ>0 8y 2 ½0; 1½. This means that the functional form is preferred even in the

absence of externalities. Hence, provided that 1
M
<1 there are values or r such that

8y 2 ½0; 1�one can find values of g different enough from b so that PF >PP.

Proof of Proposition 3

Let us set d ¼ r ¼ x ¼ 0 and b1 ¼ b2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2 � b. DefineX � rs2

b2
. Solving (6) and

(12)

PF ¼ b2

1þ X
þ b2ð1þ yÞ4

ð1þ yÞ2 þ X

PP ¼ b2

ðy2 þ Xð2þ y2Þ þ X2Þ2
½y6ð1þ XÞ2 þ 2ð1þ XÞ2y5

þ ð1þ XÞðX2 þ 4X þ 2Þy4 þ 2Xð1þ XÞðX þ 4Þy2ð1þ yÞ
þ 4X2ð2þ XÞð1þ yÞ�;

so that PF >PPif and only if

PðyÞ �X2½XðX þ 2Þ þ ð1þ XÞy2�½2ð1þ XÞy3

þ ð3þ 4XÞy2 � 2y� 1ð1þ XÞ�:>0

Hence for all X4 0, PðyÞ>0() ZðyÞ � 2ð1þ XÞy3 þ ð3þ 4XÞy2 � 2y� 2

ð1þ XÞ>0. We have Zðy ¼ 0Þ ¼ �2ð1þ X þ yÞ<0 and Zðy ¼ 1Þ ¼ 4X þ 1>0. As

Z0ðyÞ ¼ 6ð1þ XÞy2 þ 2ð3þ 4XÞy, we can show thatZ is decreasing in y at y5 0 but is

increasing in y at y5 1: Z0ðy ¼ 0Þ ¼ �2<0 and Z0ðy ¼ 1Þ ¼ 10þ 14X>0. However,

one can also show that Z is strictly convex for y 2 ½0; 1� as

Z00ðyÞ ¼ 12ð1þ XÞyþ 2ð3þ 4XÞ>0. Hence there exists a unique value of y, defined
as yc 2�0; 1½ such that PF >PP8y 2�yc; 1� and PP

*PF8y 2 ½0; yc�.

0

β=1

γ

z

z

c

ΠF> ΠP

ΠF > ΠP

ΠF < ΠP

θ θ

Figure 6

Functional asymmetries
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